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News Is Blockchain only useful
for big business? 

Magħtab waste-to-energy inci
and improve the smell, Enviro

Minister Herrera recently an-
nounced plans to build a
5,000 square metre waste-to-
energy facility in Magħtab
that will be up and running

by 2023 – an announcement that raised cer-
tain concerns as to how such a plant would
affect local residents.

This newspaper asked the Minister about
emissions, given that one of the concerns
raised by the committee that was charged
with preparing a position paper on the
plant was the effect of emissions.

“The Public-Private-Partnership call for
offers that will be issued will be to design,
finance and build, so obviously the specifi-
cations on emissions will be there and taken
into consideration. The more efficacious a
plant is when it comes to controlling emis-
sions, the better it will be considered.

“The technology has improved a lot over
the past decade when it comes to the cap-
turing of emissions. There were incinera-
tors back in the 1970s and 80s, but there
wasn’t a climate change or emissions issue
and so the technology was aimed more at
the efficiency of producing energy. Today,
things have changed and there is an em-
phasis on capturing emissions. The expert
who was chosen by JASPERS (Joint Assis-
tance to Support Projects in European Re-
gions) – a technical assistance partnership
between the European Commission, the
European Investment Bank (EIB) and The
European Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment (EBRD) – said that around 30-
40 per cent of the cost of this construction
relates to the containment of emissions.

There are European standards and they
will definitely come into play, the Minister
said, adding that “this plant will reduce
emissions.

“When you have a landfill, there is or-
ganic material, which produces methane
and other noxious gasses when it starts
biodegrading... so we have gasses going
into the air due to the landfill. I’m not say-
ing there won’t be any emissions – that
would be a lie – but much fewer than there
currently is. It will improve the emissions
situation and reduce the smell.”

“To completely exclude emissions, one
would need to build some avant-garde, ex-
perimental plant using a thermal system,
or pyronics.” 

The minister was asked why he opted not
to go for one of those options. “They are
still experimental. We are afraid to go
down that path, because if it breaks down,
then what would we do? Eighty per cent of
all plants in Europe, in the top-notch coun-
tries, have the system that Malta is going to
use, which is the oldest and most tried sys-
tem.

“If a country such as Italy has, say, 15
plants, you can have one or two like that,
but in Malta this will be our only plant, so
we cannot take that risk. I told the experts
to look at all the different technologies, see
which is the most feasible, and that was the
technical decision. Who am I, a politician,
to go against technical advice? I would go

against policy advice, but I would never go
against technical advice. 

“Will I take advice for further analysis re-
garding emissions? Yes – and it will be part
of the next phase.”

The Minister stressed that the focus on re-
cycling will remain, and mentioned two
up-coming bills that will relate to that. In
addition, the private organic recycling
waste collection project will be extended
nationwide in September.

How much waste will the
proposed plant be able to take and
how will this affect Malta’s current
waste problems? 

Around 120,000 tonnes of waste will be
fed into the plant, which is equivalent to
around 40 per cent of the overall waste in
the country. The waste fed into the inciner-
ator will be non-recyclable.

We have EU waste-related targets for
2020 and 2030, which were agreed upon by
all EU countries. We are doing our best to
reach these targets but they are not easy.
We need to take decisions to reach these
targets and the incinerator was the first de-
cision. 

What were our options? There were two
reports commissioned – one in 2008 and
one in 2014 – and both came to the same
conclusions. We involved JASPERS and I
also appointed a committee of experts and
NGOs, inviting the Opposition to join, but
they did not. The Committee’s advice was
unanimous: that we need to have a waste-
to-energy plant. What was the alternative?
The alternative is reclaiming more virgin
land to transform into a landfill. That is un-
acceptable for a number of reasons. The
first one is because, according to the EU,
landfills need to be downsized. The second
is that they emit methane and other gasses
that have negative effects on the climate. 

“There was a study on the possibility of
exportation, but this would cost between
€80-90 million a year, which is unsustain-
able not only financially, but also because a
country should not be dependent upon the
exportation of waste. As an example, we
export plastics – but when China decided
to close its doors to the importation of plas-
tics from Europe, we found ourselves in
dire straits. We have now resolved the
problem, but what will happen if the time
comes when we are trying to export and
cannot?”

You mentioned that the waste
used will be non-recyclable, that
means plastics will not be used...

Plastics should be regarded as a resource,
not waste. But if it is not separated at
source, plastic gets wet and dirty. When
that happens, it is no longer recyclable, and
is regarded as RDF (refuse derived waste).
The only thing you can do with RDF is
dump it in a landfill or use it in an inciner-
ator. Not all plastic can be recycled which is
why one must compliment this reform
with the right circular economy legal
framework.

Why was there no public
consultation on this?

We are running out of space and time.
With the present rate of dumping, the land-
fill can only accumulate more waste for a
maximum of two years if we do nothing.
There has been informal consultation: I
have met experts, various potential in-
vestors, NGOs and politicians from all
sides of the political sphere over the past
two years.

Including AD?
Yes, I’ve met Carmel Cacopardo about

this. He didn’t agree with me – he was tak-
ing a more radical approach. I didn’t agree
with him, nor did the experts. He doesn’t
want the incinerator and expects us to re-
cycle 100 per cent. The EU doesn’t even ex-
pect countries to do that, as it is nearly
impossible to reach that kind of target. But
he is part of the Green Party and they are
radical on this issue. I appreciate his posi-
tion. 

I have spoken with the Opposition on
this, and I will be taking the report before
the Environment Committee in Parliament.
I’ve met various interested parties and
heard about different ways of dealing with
waste, and I passed on all the feedback to
the committee I had appointed. I wanted to
include the NGOs because it’s not just a
technical decision, but also an environ-
mental one, and the conclusions were what
they were.

What about residents associations,
like the one set up in Mag]tab? 

I didn’t speak to the residents’ association
as I did not know where the plant was to
be placed. I left it up to the committee to de-
cide. They came up with a number of con-
clusions as to why they chose Magħtab. 

It is very difficult to find a completely iso-

lated location and the only such places are
Natura 2000 sites, certain patches of virgin
countryside and a few parks. Those are un-
acceptable, so they preferred degraded
land. The experts also said that the plant
should be built near the sea due to the cool-
ing system. Magħtab is the ideal location as
the infrastructure is in place, and it is al-
ready a place of containment for refuse.
Building a plant elsewhere would also
mean taking up an area to store waste.

Residents of the area are currently suffer-
ing an inconvenience, but this will be
greatly mitigated – to the extent that there
are similar plants built in cities such as
Monaco.

Will you hold a discussion with the
residents at some point? 

I will.

With regard to design, can we
expect a Delimara-sized chimney
or something similar?

I have met dozens of potential investors
and some of the designs they showed me
are almost state-of-the-art. I’ve seen designs
that are almost like monuments – so there
are aesthetically pleasing designs. Obvi-
ously, the more aesthetically pleasing a de-
sign is, the more it comes at a cost and so
one has to balance things out. We will take
the design into consideration. 

Mag]tab is seen from Mdina, and
the view from Mdina is one of the
most treasured attractions...

I did ask about this and there are various
kinds. Some are pleasing to the eye –
smaller chimneys, designed like sports cen-
tres, palaces, architecturally pleasing and
some have long chimneys. 

Obviously the aesthetics aspect should
and will be taken into consideration. The ef-
ficiency, in terms of how much electricity it

The proposed Magħtab waste-to-
energy plant will produce lower
emissions compared to a
situation in which waste will
continue being dumped at

Magħtab, Environment Minister JOSE HERRERA
told Kevin Schembri Orland, but also pointed out
that local residents have not yet been consulted.
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